THERAPIES ROOFTOP ADDITION ST LUCIA

Consideration:

The project was initiated by the School of Health and Rehabilitation Sciences (SHRS) to provide a new Mock Hospital Ward and seminar room for teaching purposes on Level 6 of the Therapies Annex Building. The Ward will simulate hospital conditions and will include a mock nurse station, a PWD shower/toilet room, six screened cubicles each with a hospital bed, typical hospital furniture and simulated facilities for oxygen supplies, suction and emergency buttons. The seminar room will accommodate 25 students and have audio visual facilities to enable the students to observe practical training activities taking place in the above ward. The SHRS will use the above facilities to provide practical training for their students.

Description

A building extension to level 6 Therapies Annexe is proposed to accommodate the above Mock Hospital Ward and seminar room. The building extension is proposed to be built on an open court yard on level 6 at the Northern side of the existing building. The courtyard has a concrete floor structure resting on concrete beams and column structures. The building extension is to have a steel structure to support the roof, walls and glazing. The extension will have clay brick walls, metal cladding and glazed windows, metal sheet roofing and gutters. The floors will have a vinyl finish in the Mock Hospital Ward and carpet in the Seminar Room. The design for the proposed building extension endeavours to blend in well with existing Therapies Annexe and the adjoining Otto Hirschfeld Building.
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